
START

Knowledge 
Spheres

Rotate the cubes 
until you see a 

knowledge sphere. 
Click on it to work 

with its information



















































Congratulations! You have 
found all the knowledge 

spheres!
BACK

Put the sphere into any cube. To 
search for other Knowledge 

Spheres, do the tasks they give 
you. To get a task, click on the 

sphere that you put

Task 01/03. Change the flag into 
the necessary adjective

We bought a bottle of  French wine, 

some Swiss cheese and a pack of 

Brazilian coffee. We went home on a 

Japanese car along a German road.

Task 02/03. Change the flag into 
correct single person and people

Hanna is from Helsinki, she is a Finn. 

She says that all the Finns ski very 

well. Tobias is from Copenhagen, he 

is a Dane. All the Danes love LEGO.

Task 03/03. Give a nationality 
adjective according to its country

1. Peru --- Peruvian

2. Belgium --- Belgian

3. Hungary --- Hungarian

4. Norway --- Norwegian

Task 01/03. Change the flag into 
the necessary adjective

In a Greek hotel we watched an 

American TV-series while eating 

some Canadian snacks and drinking a 

cold Mexican lemonade.

BACKBACKBACKBACKBACKBACKBACK

Task 02/03. Change the flag into 
correct single person and people

Jacque is from Paris, she is a 

Frenchman. She says that all the 

French have a sense of style. Marco is 

from Rome, he is an Italian. He thins 

all the Italians are loud.

Task 03/03. Give a nationality 
adjective according to its country

1. Portugal --- Portuguese

2. Vietnam --- Vietnamese

3. Sweden --- Swedish

4. Poland --- Polish

Task 01/03. Change the flag into 
the necessary adjective

He wants to live in Madrid, that is 

why he is studying Spanish. He will 

deal with Europe and China, so he is 

practicing his English and Chinese.

Task 02/03. What country do you 
associate the items with?

1. Newest technologies, anime, 

shogun, samurai – 

2. Pizza, pasta, fine wines, 

Lamborghini, Coliseum – 

3. Tulips, bicycles, wooden shoes, 

canals, windmills –  

Japan

Italy

Holland

Task 03/03. Give a nationality 
adjective according to its country

1. Holland --- Dutch

2. Finland --- Finnish

3. Turkey --- Turkish

4. Croatia --- Croatian

Task 01/03. What people is it 
about? Study the context

1. The Germans face lots of problems 

with the Turks who don't want to 

adapt to their new life in Germany.

2. The Chinese are everywhere as 

well as the products that were 

made in factories of Beijing.

Task 02/03. Unscramble a single 
representative

1. Spaniard – painSdar

2. Frenchwoman –  wrechFnmano

3. Dutchman – nutchDam

4. Chinese – sinChee

5. Iraqi – qariI

Task 03/03. What people is it 
about? Study the context

The English and the French don't like 

each other pretty much because of 

distant conflicts. They even have 

different titles for the straight 

separating their countries: one call it 

Pas de Calais, while the others – 

Straight of Dover.

Task 01/03. What people is it 
about? Study the context

1. The Swiss believe that their army 

knives and banks are the most 

trustworthy in the world.

2. The Japanese are known for their 

being workaholics. Lots of 

companies force their workers to 

go on vacation away from Tokyo 

and other hardworking cities.

Task 02/03. Unscramble a single 
representative

1. Irishwoman – wishIroman

2. Russian – asiunRs

3. Portuguese – guestPoreu

4. Belgian – ageBnil

5. New Zealander – ewN landreeZa

Task 03/03. What people is it 
about? Study the context

1. The Scots believe that their 

coming out of the United 

Kingdom will bring the country 

only positive changes.

2. The Spanish are famous for their 

national dish called "paella".

Task 01/03. What country is this 
sightseeing from?

Egypt ___ Mexico

Task 02/03. What country is this 
sightseeing from?

England ___ Russia

Task 03/03. What country is this 
sightseeing from?

France ___ Germany

Task 01/03. What country is this 
sightseeing from?

Denmark ___ Peru

Task 02/03. What country is this 
sightseeing from?

India ___ Greece

Task 03/03. What country is this 
sightseeing from?

Italy ___ Israel

Task 01/03. What country is this 
national symbol of?

Scotland __ Portugal

Task 02/03. What country is this 
national symbol of?

Indonesia ___ Malta

Task 03/03. What country is this 
national symbol of?

Nepal ___ Canada


